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Abstract 

Non-Hamiltonian manipulation of internal structure of phase space of charged particle 

beams can result in much faster cooling than the conventional stochastic cooling. The longi

tudinal emittance reduction is accomplished by the ponderomotive force of the beat between 

the undulator and the laser adjusted appropriate in its broadband spectrum through feedback 

at each turn. 
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1 Introduction 

The Liouville theorem states that JV-particle Hamiltonian system preserves the phase space 

volume so that any external Hamiltonian electric or magnetic fields (time dependent or inde

pendent) would not cool the beam of N particles. In order to cool beams, therefore, one has to 

introduce some elements of non-Hamiltonianness into the system. The electron cooling of ions 

and the ionization cooling are two methods that insert non-Hamiltonian processes/materials for 

the species of particles under consideration. The radiative cooling such as synchrotron radiation 
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is a classic non-Hamiltonian cooling method. The now popular laser cooling of atoms is based 

on manipulation of the internal structure of the atoms (having electrons circulating around the 

nucleus) and ultimately on the radiative energy loss by transition. However, beams of charged 

particles such as electrons, muons, and protons do not have an internal structure. The stochastic 

cooling method[l] was introduced to reduces the phase space volume by feedback. The feedback 

is operated on the average positional deviation of these particles. 

Integrating the Liouville equation over N — 1 particle variables, one obtains the one-body 

distribution fi(qi,Pi) equation[2] 

Wl+^Wi + i V | ^ / d ^ d ^ G ; ( ^ ' ( 9 2 > P 2 ) ) / l ( g 2 , P 2 , < ) 

= - N—JAq2dp2G{qi,(q2,P2))g(qi,Pi,q2,P2,t) 

- ^ [ G ( a , ( g i , p i ) ) / i ( 9 i , p i , i ) ] (1) 

where the two-body distribution f2 is decomposed into / 2 = fi(qi,Pi)fi(q2,p2)+g(qi,Pi,q2fP2)-

Here, g represents the intrinsic binary correlation and §,- and p; are i-th particle's (generalized) 

position and momentum. G is the force field dependent on two particle positions q\ and (92^2)-

The third term on the left-hand side of Eq.(l) is the external and internal Vlasov force, the first 

term on the right-hand side the collisional (or entropy production) term, and the second term the 

non-Hamiltonian self-interaction term, including such effects as radiation. The feedback may be 

looked upon as time-retarded self-interaction, as the monitored particle memory in the (nearly) 

collisionless system will be fed on itself through the pickup circuit. This method is proved to 

be particularly powerful for hadron systems where any other cooling methods are ineffective. 

However, the cooling rate of this method is small and it often takes many hours to accomplish. 

Here, we shall present a method that is a generalization of the stochastic cooling of electron 

or positron bunches by using a laser-undulator beat. The present method directly handles the 

internal structure of phase space of the beam and thus the rate of cooling is much enhanced. 

2 Basic Idea of Cooling 

The discrete nature due to a finite number of particles leads to fluctuations that allow us 

to get a handle on the "texture" of phase space to compress it. In another word the cooling 
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mechanism is to "compress the vacuum between particles", which does not contradict the Liou-

ville theorem as it assumes (nearly) continuous phase space. This can be realized by applying 

the force that reduces the "distance" between these particles in phase space. This is trivially 

accomplished for a two particle (or clump) system by spatially dependent force which accelerates 

the particle with lower momentum and decelerates the other particle to bring them both at zero 

momentum difference. By doing so, although the mutual spatial distance remains as before, the 

mutual momentum distance collapses and the overall phase space distance (or one may call the 

effective "emittance" of this system) reduces. 

One can generalize this method to a system of N discrete particles or to a system with 

continuous clumpy distribution of momentum fluctuation. It is shown that the force needed to 

apply to this system is given by the negative of the distribution of the momentum fluctuation 

Fz(z)At = -m<^>^=-m<Vz>{z)
 ( 2 ) 

<n>(z) = J fi(qi,pi)dqi'dpi 

< nvz > (z) = J(vz - v*)/i(9i,pi)dgi/dpi 

where dqii means integration over spatial coordinates other than z before the kick. At is the 

period of the application of the impulse and vz represents the average velocity in the z-direction. 

Note that the spatial internal structure ( in the 2-directon) of the beam is captured in the z 

dependence of < vz > and < nv2 >. The information for fi(qi,pi) at the kick may be traced 

back at the time of pickup. A modern technique of mapping the phase space distribution exists 

from the synchrotron radiation reconstruction[3] and other recent progress[4]. Once the phase 

space distribution at the pickup is obtained, the known lattice map M(P\K) from the pickup 

point P to the kick point K can map the distribution expected at the kick point. One can repeat 

this process over many turns. 

The crucial question is how to realize the spatially dependent correction force on bunch par

ticles. For most lepton storage rings, the necessary spatial resolution is far below the microwave 

technology. An electric field Ez{z) = Fz(z)Jq (q : charge of particle) would be electrostatic and 

not practical as an accelerator feedback component. Furthermore, the force has to travel with 

the beam particles so as to be always in phase with the fluctuation pattern < vz > (z) of the 

beam during the kick. To realize such a force, we suggest the method of ponderomotive beat 
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wave force [5] produced by a linear undulator and a laser with a broadband spectrum which is 

injected co-parallel to the beam. 

The basic idea of this method is as follows. The coupling between a laser field with frequency 

and wavenumber of (u>i, ki) and an undulator with &w(= 2n/\v) (\w : undulator pitch) produces 

the traveling ponderomotive potential parallel to the beam. The resonance condition of the 

ponderomotive potential with the beam particle of energy 7 is given by 

h = T^K (3) 

where K = eBv/y/2mckw (By, : undulator magnetic fields) is the so-called /^-parameter. We 

choose fci and fcw as 2ir/(ki + fcw) 2; lb (*b : bunch length of the beam) so that the beam 

bunch is trapped in the ponderomotive potential well. When the dispersion relation eq.(3) is 

satisfied for the frequency and corresponding wavenumber (u>i,fei), it is known that odd higher 

harmonics of the fundamental laser {(wm = mu\,km), m = 3,5,7 ••• 2ra -f 1} also become 

resonant modes. This is due to the nonlinearity of the field amplitude which originates from the 

longitudinal oscillation with 1/2 wiggler field. Therefore, by precisely choosing the amplitude 

and phase of these higher harmonic lasers as well as the interaction length, we can realize the 

arbitrary spatially dependent field pattern traveling with beam particles. We let the laser carry 

the precise detailed information necessary to manipulate the internal phase space structure and 

the undulator provide a strong heatwave field without energy loss. A bose condensated laser 

usually containing little entropy (typically Si ~ &B log 10 for a pratical application) can wash out 

much higher entropy of a charged particle beam (typically 5b ~ &B log 1010) with appropriately 

configured and repeated photon-particle interactions. 

3 Basic Formulation of Cooling 

We investigate the above idea by employing spatially one-dimensional model in which the 

laser field and the linear undulator field are given by 

As(*;0 = $2Am(z)sini>m(z,t) ey (4) 
m 

Aw (2) = Avsinky,z ey (5) 
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where the laser phase is given by ij>m(z,t) = /o km(z')d.z' - %< + #m • The equation of motion 

of the beam particle is obtained by taking the average over the wiggler period[6] as 

T^ = - ^ 5 — y , amkmoGm(am) sin ipm (6) 
iZ 2/3z°T m(^d) 

where <3m(am) = /(m_i)/2(om) - ^(m+i)/2(«m), «w = eAw/mc2(= V2A'), am = eAm/mc2, 

am = kmoK2/^2, z = ky,z, km0 = wm/cfcw and /3z0 = \ / l - (1 + A'2)/72. Vm represents the 

ponderomotive phase and is given by ij)m = m$ + <£m(2) + Sm where $ satisfies the equation 

§ = 1-^(1 + **) (7) 

with the initial condition $(z = 0) = —wi*o(= V0- Here, <o denotes the time when a particle 

locates at z — 0. <£m(z) represents the shift of the laser phase due to the finite beam current 

which satisfies d<f>m/dz = fem — fcmo (= 6km) with the initial condition <f>m(z = 0) = 0. The 

equations for field amplitude am and phase shift <j>m are derived from Maxwell's equation by 

taking time integration over the fundamental wave period[6] as 

dam 7tA£2 „ /Gmsinil>m\ . 

"dF = ic"aw\-ir/ (8) 

d^m _ 7tA£2 Qw / Gm COS lj}m \ . . 
dz 2Jbm0 am \ /5z7 / 

where 7b = 1 + Eb/mc2 (Eh : the beam energy), fib = y 1 - (1 + # 2)/7b» f = Wb/-/ybcfcw 

and Wb = y/^irn^Jm. ( ) represents an average over the fundamental ponderomotive phase. 

In deriving eqs.(8) and (9), we assumed the periodic boundary condition for the fundamental 

ponderomotive phase V>. Therefore, the beam density m, is given by nb = N/Xp where N 

is the particle number per bunch and Ap = 27r/(fci,o + fcw). In the case of storage ring which 

circumference is L, n*, is given in terms of the average beam current Jb as rib = JbL/\ c |vbApMb 

where Mb is the number of bunch in the ring. The set of eqs.(6-9) describe the self-consistent 

interaction between laser fields and beam particles. 

The procedure to determine the laser amplitudes and phases {(Am,6m) ;m = 1,3,5 • • • 

2« + 1} for the interaction length Sz from the information of the fluctuation pattern of the 

beam is as follows. By assuming that | 7 ^ — 7^9 | /7i„i < 1 where 71™ = 7(2 = 0) and 

7res = V *io(l + K2)/2, we solve eq.(8) as $ a e\8z + e26z2 where €\ a 67/7^ < 1 and 

€2 ^ / ( l - 2^7/7re8)/7ini < 1 ( /(£) = 22m Fm sin(m£ + 6m) ) . By substituting the above $ into 
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dγαw て『

ー=ーすで丈 αmkmOGm(αm)sin似
d圭 4ρ'7.nマ ムd「山， m(odd) 

(6) 

where Gm(αm) = J(m-l)!2(αm)ーJ(m+l)!2(αm)，aw = eAw/mc2(=ゾEK)，am=eAm/md，

αm = kmOI(2/釘2，乏=kwz，ん0=ωm/ckw祖 dszo =ゾ1ー (1+れ)/ザ・ ψ'mrepresents the 

ponderomotive pha.se and is given by ψ'm=mψ+ゆm(Z)+ dm where ψsatisfies the equation 

dψk唱0，... ;:空
すで =1一寸(1+ J(~) 
Uぷ 272

(7) 

with the initial condition長(z= 0) =ーω巾(三 ψ).Here， to denotes the time when a particle 

locates at z = O. 4>m(z) represents the shift of the la.ser pha.se due to the finite beam current 

which satisfies d4>m/dz = km -kmo (三 dkm)with the initial condition仇 (z= 0) = O. The 

equations for field ampUtude am and pha.se shif祉やmare derived from Ma.xwell's equation by 

taking time integration over the fundamental wave p抑制部

dαm 
一dz 

dqPm 
一dz 

'Ybsbe _ /Gmsinψm¥ 
三ζr-w¥szγ/

γbßb~2 aw /GmCOSψm¥ 

2品川

(8) 

(9) 

wh闘い 1+Eb/mc2(Eb : the beam energy)， sb = Jiー(1+企2)/法?と三 Wb/..，sbckw

叩 dωb言、(41rnbe2/m.( ) represents an aver喝eover the fundam叩 talponderomotive ph笛 e.

In deriving eqs.(8) and (9)， we a.ssumed the periodic boundary condition for the fundamenta1 

ponderomotive ph笛 e;t.Therefore， the beam density nb is given by nb = N /λp where N 

is the particle number per bunch and λp = 2πj(k1ρ+ kw). In the ca.se of storage ring which 

circumference is L， nb is given in terms of the average beam current Jb旬向 =JbL/I e IVbApMb 

where Mb is the number of bunch in the ring. The set of eqs.(6-9) describe the self-consistent 

interaction between la.ser fields姐 dbeam partic1es. 

The procedure to determine the 1出町 amplitudesand ph舗 es{( Am， Om) j m = 1， 3， 5・・・

2n + 1} for the interaction length dz fぬmthe information of the畳uctuationpattern of the 

bea.m is槌 follows. By回 su凶 ngthat I加一 7resI /γi凶~ 1 where加 =γ(z= 0) and 

γ'res = -!k10(1 + 1'(2)/2， we soIve eq.(8) 副長~ eldZ + e2dz2 where 匂~ 5，γ/γ'res ~ 1組 d

E2 ~ /(1-28，γ 11:悶)h凶~ 1 (f(ご)三乞mFm sin(m~ + dm)). By substituting the above ;P into 
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eq.(7), we obtain the solution up to the first order with respect to e ~ e\ ~ €2 as follows : 

tf7(2,f,0(=-Y-7hu)= £ Fmf«8iii(me + *m) 
m(odd) L 

+ - r - (mei + -me26z + 6km J cos(mf + tfm) (10) 

where F m = -[awam£moG!
In(7ini)//?z(7ini)7ini]- Here, we divide the fundamental ponderomotive 

phase into n slices. We assume that there are Nj particles in the j-th. layer and the total particle 

number is N = J%=Q Nj. Let < #7 >j= Ylidiin/Nj) - 7re» te the energy fluctuation in the 

j-ih layer which is experimentally observable. Neglecting the second term of the right-hand side 

in eq.(10), we obtain 

<Sy>j=- ]T < Hm >j sin(m& + Sm) (11) 
m(odd) 

where & = 2nj/n and < Hm >j= £i2ii?m(7uu,,-)/Arj. Here, < Hm >jOi #m(7res) ( s 

Fm(jxcs)6z) is assumed. Note that in eq.(ll) the minus sign indicates that the application of the 

laser field corrects the fluctuation back to 7 = 7Kfl as discussed in eq.(2). For observed < £7 > j , 

the amplitude Hm and phase 6m are obtained by Fourier transform. The wave amplitu\ * im is 

thus obtained in terms of fl"m(7res) and 8z as 

r • r, , . ( 1 2 ) 

where J3z0 = /?zo(7re8), ^m = -ffm(7re8) and Gm = (rm(7re8). a is adjustable parameter to let 

< £7 >j tend to zero [7]. In eq.(12) the laser amplitude is inversely propotional to 6z and can be 

reduced by taking a laser interaction length short. However, the second term of the right-hand 

side in eq.(10) limits the condition of an ideal kick. First, we consider the small current limit, 

identical to 6k ~ 0. From the condition that the second term of right-hand side in eq.(10) which 

is propotional to cos(m£ + 6m) is small, we can obtain the constraint for the energy spread 

7res 2mSz 

It is found that the large energy spread is allowed for the large scale (small m) fluctuation with 

a smaller m number and the shorter interaction length Sz. This result indicates that once larger 

scale fluctuations are eliminated and cooled by our method, smaller scale fluctuations can be 

subsequently eliminated and continually cooled, since < #7 >b /7re« decreases with cooling. 

Note also in eq.(13) that available energy spread does not depend on beam energy. 
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eq.(7)， we obtain the solution up to the五rstorder with respect to E ，..， E1 ""匂笛 follows:

o"(( z，;fi; ~)(引一加)=乞 Fm IÓZsin(m~ + 6m) 
m(odd) .. 

+ 手(mE1 + iトm仙 “仇刈m)COμ川cωω叫。凶叫s叫(附m (10) 

w泊he悦r問eF.凡m=斗[恥αawam川kmoGm施lbjγ乍%加in凶ωn凶心i)/szの凶h'γ加叫i訂h凶叫n凶ni].Here， we divide the fundamenta1 ponderomotive 

phase into n slices. We assume that there are 1ちparticlesin the j-th layer and the tota1 particle 

N・
number is N =乞?JJlV〉・ Let〈 67〉FZtJ1(悦/1ち)-7res be the e1悶 gyftuctuation in the 

j-th layer which is experimenta11y observable. Neglecting the second term ofthe right-hand side 

in eq.(lO)， we obta.in 

<Oγ >.i=ー玄 <Hm >.i sin(mei +ι) (11) 
m(odd) 

N. 
where ej = 2行In組 d< Hm >j= 乞i~lFm(iini，i)/lち. Here， < Hm >j~ HmC'Yres) (三

Fm{γ'res)6z) is儲 su皿.ed.Note that in eq.(ll) the minlls sign indicates也前 theappli"a.tion of the 

l首位五aldcorrects the且uct11ationback ωγ=γm加 discussedin eq.(2). For observedくわり，

the amplitude Hm and phase om are obtained by Fourier transform. The wave釦 lplit臥の 1mis 

thus obtained in terms of Hm(γ'res) a.nd 6z前

( 2，~ßzOγ'resH，'m ¥ 1 -r;u ":--J~'A ， (12) 
m -... ¥awんoGm6z)

where szo = szO(γr宮山 IIm = Hm(7res) and Gm = Gm(γ'res). αis adjustable p釘 ameterto let 

く Oi>j tend to zero 17]. In eqο2) the laser姐 plitudeis inversely propotiona1 to 6z姐 dcan be 

reduced by taking a.laser intera.ction length short. However， the second term of the right‘hand 

品dein eq.(10) 1imits the condition of組 idea1kick. First， weωnsider the sma1l current limit， 

id回 ticalぬ ok"J  O. From the∞ndition that the second term of right-hand side in eq.(10) which 

is propotiona1 to∞s( me + Om) is smaJl， we can obtain the ω-nstr必ntfor the energy sprea.d 

く 6"(>b _1 3 
一一γres " 2moz 

(13) 

It is found that the large energy spread is allowed for the large sca1e (sma1l m) ftuctuation with 

a smaJler m number and the shorter interaction length oZ. This result indicates that once larger 

sca1e量uctuationsare eliminated and cooled by our method， sma11er sca1e量uctuationsca.n be 

subsequently e1iminated and continua1ly cooled， sinceく 6γ>b/ヴ'resdecreases with cooling. 

No古ealso in eq.(13) that available energy spre吋 doesnot depend OD beam energy. 
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The kick of the beam is also modified through the change of the wavenumber of the laser 

field in the high beam current regime. The condition for the beam density for the ideal kick is 

also estimated from eqs.(9-10) and eq.(12) as 

^4mc2kl ilHm n 4 . 
" b < Tre' alG>m6z> <14) 

where the density limit is propotional to il/Sz2. 

Once the fluctuations are eliminated by the above kick procedure for a particular turn, fluc

tuations are bound to be induced in the course of the phase space rotation M(K', P). Additional 

inducement may come in through the nonlinearities of magnets and rf waves and through other 

Hamiltonian elements to (deliberately) induce fluctuations. Thus, the laser fields are adjusted 

turn by turn (or in a whatever necessary period) based on the induced fluctuation pattern to 

match eq.(12). 

4 Cooling Simulation 

As a demonstration of this cooling method, we show a computational example with the 

beam bunch of the energy Eb = 200MeV (7b — 392). From the bunch lb, we determine the 

fundamental wave frequency u>\. Figure 1(a) shows the initial beam particle distribution in the 

fundamental phase space. We first show the case in which the fundamental phase is divided into 

n = 128 slices and 32 odd harmonic lasers are employed. The inducement of fluctuatons after 

the kick is through the phase space rotation M. around the beam center. The beam distributions 

after turn N = 1000 and N = 6000 are shown. It is found that the beam bunch is rapidly cooled 

with turns both in phase and energy. The turn number dependence of the normalized emittance 

§ = «7̂ ,<f7(= o'v<77/7r7b) is shown in Fig.l(a). The emittance is rapidly reduced with turns 

following the exponential damping up to N ~ 1000 — 1500 and then the cooling rate becomes 

smaller due to the bunch length reduction beyond the spatial resolution. By an appropriate 

spatial stretching (M) of this bunch, we can continue the present cooling procedure to further 

reduce the emittance. 

Figures 1(d) and (e) show the flucuation pattern < £7 >j /n^ before and after the kick 

at N = 1000 turns. The corresponding adjusted field pattern of the beat wave and the power 

spectrum of the laser field to be shone are also shown in Figs.l(g) and (f). Fig.l(h) shows the 
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η 〈 4mC2K3722m
b気ーーーーーーーー

も πe2 aa. G~8z2 

where the density 1imit is propotional to 'YV O'Z2. 

(14) 

Once the畳uctuationsare eliminated by the above kick procedure for a particular turn， fluc. 

tuations are bound to be induced in the course of the phase space rotation M (J( ; P). Additional 

inducement may come in through the nonlinearities of magnets and rf waves and through other 

Hamiltonian elements to (de1iberately) induce fluctuations. Thus， the 1回 erfi.elds are a.djusted 

turn by turn (or in a whatever necessary period) based on the induced畳uctuationpattern to 

match eq.(12). 

4 Cooling Simulation 

As a demonstration of this coo1ing method， we show a computational example with the 

beam bunch of the energy Eb = 200MeV (ib ~ 392). From the bunch lb， we determine the 

fundamental wave frequency ω1・Figure1(吋showsthe initial beam pa凶icledistribution in the 

fundamental phase space. We fi.rst show the ca.se in which the fundamental phase is divided into 

n = 128 slices and 32 odd harmonic lasers are employed. The inducement of fl.uctuatons after 
the kick is through the ph白 espace rotationル1around the beam center. The beam distributions 

after turn N = 1000 and N = 6000 are shown. It is found that the beam bunch is rapidly cooled 

with turns both in phase and energy. The turn number dependence of the normalized emittance 

e三グψU-y(=内向/1r'Yb)is shown in Fig.1(a). The emittance is rapidly reduced with turns 

following the exponential damping up to N ~ 1000 -1500 and then the cooling rate becomes 

smaller due to the bunch length reduction beyond the spatial resolution. By an appropriate 

spatial伽 etching(M) of this bunch， we can continue the present cooling procedure to further 

reduce the emittance. 

Figures 1(d)組 d(e) show the丑ucuationpatternく向>j hini before and after the kick 

at N = 1000 turns. The corresponding adjusted貴eldpattern of the beat wave and the power 

spectrum of the laser五eldto be shone町 ealso shown in Figs.1(g) and (f). Fig.1(h) shows the 
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difference of the power in each mode after P$ and before pffl the kick 8Pm = Pm 

Due to the kick by the beat wave, the fluctuations are found to be reduced. As seen in Fig.l(f), 

more laser power is required for higher mode numbers for correction of smaller scale fluctuations. 

Furthermore, it is notable that while the change in laser spectra is significant and in fact can 

be used as a diagnostic tool for next kicks, the change in the laser power before and after the 

kick and thus the overall power consumption are extremely small. The result indicates that the 

cooling takes place by exchanging the fluctuations and randomness in the beam particles with 

the laser fields by simply rearranging the power spectra. 

The turn number dependence of the laser power of the m = 15 higher harmonic is illustrated 

in Fig.2. Since the fluctuation pattern of the beam changes turn by turn, each mode amplitude 

is influenced, showing the stochastic oscillations. The mode amplitude decreases with cooling by 

almost exponential dependence in connection with the beam emittance [Fig.2]. The reduction 

rate of the emittance depends on the slice number. In Fig.3, we also show the case in which 

n = 84 slices and 16 odd harmonic waves and n = 4 slices and only single wave are used. The 

cooling rate is smaller than the case of Fig.l. 

5 Conclusion 

In conclusion we presented a new method of the beam cooling by manipulating the internal 

phase space structure of the beam in terms of the laser-undulator interference (or beat) pattern 

and found that the method provides much faster cooling than that of the conventional method. 

The fast cooling by this method is considered to result from the detailed information in the 

phase space which belongs to the higher order correlations of the right-hand side of eq.(l). As 

demonstrated in the numerical simulation, the manipulation of higher order correlations does 

not dissipate much of the power, once the power is supplied in the laser system and only needs 

the detailed information of the beam. This is a manifestation of the paradigm of what we call 

the greater specific entropic change per energy for higher order correlations. More on this point 

will be elaborated in further publications. With given strength of magnets, the synchrotron 

cooling time reyn oc j ~ 2 and the present cooling time Tbeat oc 7 so that there is an upper energy 

limit beyond which the present method becomes ineffective. With the introduction of compact 
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The turn number dependence of the laser power of the m =: 15 higher harmonic is illustrated 

in Fig.2. Since the畳uctuationpattern of the beam changes turn by turn， each mode amplitude 

is in宣uenced，showing the stochastic oscillations. The mode amplitude decreases with cooling by 

almost exponential dependence in connection with the beam emittance [Fig.2]. The reduction 

rate of the emittance depends on the slice number. In Fig.3， we also show the case in which 

n = 64 slices and 16 odd harmonic waves and n = 4 slices and only single wave a，re used. The 

cooling rate is sma1ler than the case of Fig.l. 

5 Conclusion 

1n conc1usion we presented a new method of the beam cooling by manipulating the internal 

phase space structure of the beam in terms of the laser-undulator interference (or beat) pattern 

and found that the method provides much faster cooling than that of the conventional method. 

The fast cooling by this method is considered to result from the detailed information in the 

phase space which belongs to the higher order correlations of the right-hand side of eq.(l). As 

demonstrated in the numerica1 simulation， the manipulation of higher order correlations does 

not dissipate much of the power， once the power is supplied in the laser system and only needs 

the detailed information of the bea皿.This is a manifestation of the paradigm of what we call 

the greater speci:fi.c entropic change per energy for higher order correlations. More on this point 

will be elaborated in further publications. With given strength of magnets， the synchrotron 

cooling time Tsyn OCγ-2 and the present cooling time 1'beat ocγso that there is組 upperenergy 

limit beyond which the present method becomes ineffective. With the introduction of compact 
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high power lasers [8], it should be possible to form a beat of two lasers to carry out the present 

task in even smaller spatial resolutions. A study of the embodiment and optimization of the 

present method, and relative applicabilities of recent optical cooling methods [9,10] are under 

way. 
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Fig. 1 Particle distribution and the contour density plot in phase space at three different turn 

numbers. ( A set of parameters, Eh = 200MeV, A7/7UU a 0.03, k ~ 2mm, a»i = 150GHz, 

Aw = 0.984m, B* = 3.85kG ( K ~ 25) and 6z = ff were chosen ) ; (a) turn N=l , (b) 

N=1000 and (c) N=6000, respectively, (d) and (c) are fluctuation pattern of the beam 

before and after the kick at turn N=1000 turn. The corresponding beat wave pattern (f) 

and the nower soe.ctrum of laser field are shown, (g) shows the difference of laser power 
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Fig. 1 Particle distribution and出econtour density plot in phase sp目 eat three different turn 

numbers. ( A set of para血eters，Eb = 200MeV， ß'Y/加~ 0.03， lb ~ 2mm，町=150GHz， 

λw = 0.984m， Bw = 3.85kG ( I( ~ 25)組 doZ=πwerechosen ) ; (a.) turn N=l， (b) 

N=1000姐 d(c) N =6000， respective恥 (d)回 d(c) are fiuctuation p.attern of the beam. 

before and a伐erthe kick at turn N=lOOO turn. The corresponding beat wave pattern (f) 

and the oower soer.tl・¥1mof 11l5er筑eldare shown. (同 showsthe difference of la.ser power 
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Fig. 2 Turn number dependence of laser power of the m = 15 harmonic. 
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Fig. 3 Emittance i = c^o-7/ir7b as a function of turn N for slice number 

n=128, n=64 and n=4. 
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Fig. 2 Turn number dependence of 1回 erpower of the m = 15 harmonic. 
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Fig.3 Emittance E三 σψσγ/πγbas a function of turn N for slice number 

n=128， n=64姐 dn=4.
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